Horrified by the realities created by anti-abortion laws around the world, a young doctor is compelled to act. Her method: To provide abortions on a ship in offshore waters.
WALLINGFORD MEANINGFUL MOVIES
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THE BAREFOOT ARTIST
With Lily Yeh via SKYPE, and a panel of Seattle Activist/Artists discussing Art as a human right and a foundation for social change. With Q&A.

MOMENTA and BOMB TRAINS
The Crude Gamble of Oil by Rail - Accelerating Global Climate Change, its consequences and its immediate risks here in the Pacific NW.

VESSEL
With PLANNED PARENTHOOD and NARAL PRO-CHOICE WA. Horrified by the realities of anti-abortion law around the world, a young doctor provides abortions on a ship in offshore waters.

BRINGING IT HOME
Industrial Hemp: Healthy Houses, & a Greener Future for America. A case is made for the benefits of a misunderstood plant, and asks: why aren’t we growing it here?

TARGETING IRAN
With the latest letter from our Congress, Iran and the United States are on a collision course. Learn more about the complexities of Iran’s nuclear aspirations.
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